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Shareclarity and NZX collaborate on equity research
Under a new arrangement with NZX, Shareclarity will provide the New Zealand market with
increased access to equity research.
Shareclarity is a fintech equity research firm that covers New Zealand, Australia and Hong Kong
listed companies. This arrangement with NZX will allow Shareclarity to access market data so it
can extend the companies it provides research on in the New Zealand market.
Shareclarity Managing Director Daniel Kieser commented: “We are excited to be working with
the NZX and see this as the first of many opportunities to help increase investor and issuer
participation in the New Zealand share market.”
NZX Head of Issuer Relationships Joanna Lawn commented: “The NZX is keen to support new
and innovative businesses that educate investors and improve their access to relevant
information. This arrangement with Shareclarity will assist in facilitating broader access to
company research in the New Zealand market, particularly for smaller companies and those
looking to list.”
NZX has stepped up the service offering in its core markets business over the last 12 months
and is increasingly looking for opportunities to support the broader market. In addition to this
initiative, NZX will shortly be releasing its updated listing rules which will accommodate the
listing of a wider range of equity, debt and fund products.
About Shareclarity
Shareclarity is a licensed financial service provider and online investment community. We use
in-depth financial models to value more than 269 Australian, New Zealand and Hong Kong
companies. Our research helps fund managers, wealth advisers and individual investors choose
what shares to buy and when to sell them. Learn more at:
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